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The objective of this paper is to study weakly nonlinear waves in an infinitely long rotating jet 
and a rotating two-fluid flow bounded by an infinitely long rigid cylinder with surface tension at 
the interface. The critical values for Rossby number, a nondimensional wave speed, are found. 
When the Rossby number is near one of the critical values, nonlinear theory is developed under 
long-wave approximation and the well-known Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations for the free 
surface and free interface are obtained. Then the solitary wave solutions are given as the 
first-order approximations of the solutions of the equations governing the motion of the flows. 
The analogy between the rotating fluid flows and a two-dimensional flow with density 
stratification is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The motion of a rotating fluid has been studied for a 
long time. In the 18th century, d' Alembert already knew 
that the mass-times-acceleration term in Newton's second 
law can be moved to the other side of the equation and be 
considered as a body force acting in the opposite direction 
to the acceleration. In a rotating system, the centrifugal 
force and Coriolis force are the body forces to replace the 
usual gravitational force or other forces. This is attractive 
in many contexts, for example, see Greenspan,1 and is 
compared to many other fluids, such as stratified fluids.2 A 
particular problem is the wave motion in a long rotating 
axisymmetric flow of an inviscid fluid with constant den
sity bounded by a cylinder. Long3 studied this problem and 
gave the form of general solutions for large Rossby num
ber, a nondimensional wave speed, if a uniform rotating 
flow is imposed at infinity, while Yih et al. 4 also considered 
the problem and gave a formal solution when the Rossby 
number is smaller. The internal waves in a rotating fluid 
with arbitrary radial shear and radially dependent angular 
speed at infinity have been studied intensively within 40 
years, since it was suggested that the model can be used to 
explain the fundamental nature of the vortex breakdown, 
which has frequently been observed to occur in the flow 
fields of slender delta wings. Many experiments5,6 and the
oretical studies7

-
9 have been done since the initial develop

ment by Squire.10 A detailed review can be found in the 
paper by Leibovich. 11 

This paper concerns weakly nonlinear waves at the free 
surface of an infinitely long rotating jet and the interface of 
a rotating two-fluid flow in an infinitely long cylinder. 
These two problems have many physical applications. As 
pointed out by Berger,12 the vortex breakdown should be 
viewed as a free boundary problem rather than a rotating 
fluid bounded by a rigid cylindrical boundary. The vortic
ity is confined to a bounded region in the radial direction, 
called the vorticity core. The vorticity core should be sur
rounded by the irrotational part of the fluid outside. There
fore to determine the wave motion inside the vorticity core 

it is more realistic to study a long rotating jet with a free 
boundary. This is also true in studying some meteorologi
cal motions, such as the formation of tornadoes. 13 The 
wave behavior of liquid columns in zero-gravity manufac
turing processes, as, for example, crystal growth process in 
an orbiting space laboratory, is another interesting appli
cation. In such a free floating zone, the so-obtained crystals 
exhibit enhanced electronical qualities and large aspect ra
tios. It has been found that a rotating cylindrical column 
can stabilize the production process of a perfect crystal.14 

A linear stability analysis was conducted by Bauerl5,16 us
ing inviscid liquid model and by Gillis and Shuh17 and 
Gillis and Kaufmann 18 using the viscous liquid model. 
However, for large-amplitude waves nonlinear theory is 
necessary to study the motion of such liquids. The two
layer rotating flow is useful in a process of separation of a 
fluid mixture in a centrifugal force field. By assuming that 
the mixture consists of two fluids, as, for example, oil and 
water, and initially the fluids occupy the interior of a long 
cylinder in a solid body rotation, Greenspan19 aJ;ld 
Ungarish20 have studied the transient process, leading to a 
final state of separated fluids. It is certainly of great interest 
to know the wave motions at the interface of the final state. 

n has been long recognized that the stratification of 
circulation plays a similar role in a rotating fluid as the 
stratification of density in a stratified fluid. In order to have 
a nonlinear theory for rotating fluids, we first review the 
nonlinear results for stratified fluids. If we only consider 
traveling waves and assume that the speed of the waves in 
horizontal direction is c, then a nondimensional wave 
speed F=c/(gh) 1/2 can be defined, which is called the 
Froude number, where g is gravitational acceleration and h 
is the depth of flow at infinity. For a fluid of constant 
density, F = 1 is the only critical value of F and for F near 
unity the linear theory of the problem is not valid and 
nonlinear theory must be developed. Korteweg and 
deVries21 first used a long-wave approximation and derived 
a model equation for the surface elevation, which is now 
called the KdV equation and has a traveling wave solution 
called the solitary wave solution. Peters and Stoker22 stud-
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ied a two-layer fluid and a stratified fluid with free surface. 
It is found that for a two-layer fluid there are two critical 
values for F and for a stratified fluid there exist infinitely 
many critical values of F, near each of which a KdV equa
tion is derived and solitary waves are found. Further der
ivations of the KdV equation and the solitary waves in a 
stratified fluid by using more general asymptotic methods 
have also been obtained.23,24 Vanden-Broeck and Turner25 

used numerical computation to find the solitary wave so
lutions of the exact equations for F near the second critical 
value, while Akylas and Grimshaw26 used a formal method 
to study the same problem. A rigorous proof of existence of 
such solitary wave solutions for the exact equations was 
given by Ter-Krikorov27 for F near the first critical value 
and Sun and Shen28,29 for F near the first two critical values 
with surface tension. 

The wave phenomena in a stratified fluid can also be 
obtained in a long rotating fluid. For a long rotating flow in 
a cylinder with continuously radial shear and radially de
pendent angular speed, the long wave theory can be devel
oped and solitary waves have been found,8,9 which was 
confirmed by experiments.5

•
6 Recently, Grimshaw30 stud

ied the flow of a rotating fluid past an obstacle placed on 
the axis of a cylinder and derived the forced KdV equation 
for the flow. However, if the upstream is a uniform rotating 
flow, the problem is linear and the nonlinear term in the 
equation is zero. We note that all the above cases do not 
include the one studied in the paper because of the discon
tinuity at the free surface or interface, although their meth
ods can be applied using streamfunctions. Here we shall 
develop a nonlinear theory for a long rotating axisymmet
ric flow with a free boundary and a rotating two-fluid flow 
in a long cylinder. For both cases, the KdV equation for 
the deviation of the free surface or interface from the equi
librium state will be obtained under long-wave approxima
tion from the exact Euler equations rather than the equa
tions obtained using the streamfunctions. The solitary 
wave solutions will be obtained as the first-order approxi
mations of the solutions of the exact equations. A rigorous 
proof of the existence of such solutions is underway and 
some difficulties are expected to arise in the proof when the 
small oscillatory tails of the solutions appear at infinity, 
which is a similar phenomenon for the solutions of strati
fied fluids.29 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a single
layer rotating fluid bounded by a free surface is studied, 
and the KdV equation is derived under long-wave approx
imation. Then the solitary wave solution is obtained and 
the first-order approximation of the velocity and pressure 
is given. In Sec. III, a rotating two-fluid flow bounded by a 
rigid cylinder with a free interface between the fluids is 
considered and the solitary waves are derived. Some limit
ing cases are discussed. In Sec. IV, the results are summa
rized and some applications are mentioned. 

II. LONG WAVES IN A ROTATING AXISYMMETRIC 
JET 

We first consider an infinitely long rotating axisymmet
ric flow of an inviscid and incompressible fluid of constant 
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FIG. 1. A long rotating fluid with free surface. 

density without surface tension on the free surface. Assume 
that there exist axisymmetric surface waves moving in the 
direction of the longitudinal axis of the flow (Fig. 1). In 
reference to a cylindrical coordinate system rotating with a 
constant angular velocity w*, with an x* axis coincident 
with the axis of rotation and the cross section in the i* - e 
plane, the governing equations are the foUowing:l in 
O<i* <R+1]*(t*,x*), - 00 <x* < + 00, 

a(i*u*) a(i*w*) 
ai* + ax* 0, (1) 

(
DU* (V*)2 ) ap* 

p Dt* -~-2w*v*- (w*)2i* = - ai* ' (2) 

(
DV* u*v* ) 

P -+--+2w*u* =0 
Dt* i* ' 

(3) 

Dw* ap* 
p Dt* =-ax*; (4) 

on the boundary i* = 1]* + R, 

a1]* a1]* 
at* +w* ax*-u*=O, (5) 

p*=pt, (6) 

where u*(t*,x*,i*), v*(t*,x*,i*), w*(t*,x*,i*) are used to 
denote the velocity components in the directions of i*, e, 
and x*. respectively, p*(t*,x*.i*) is the pressure, p is the 
density, R+1]*(t*,x*) is the free surface, pt is the con
stant pressure outside the flow, and 

It is easy to find a uniform equilibrium state, 

u*=o, v*=O, w*=c, 1]*=0, 

p*=pt+ [(i*)2_R2] (w*)2/2, 

where c is any real constant and is called wave speed of the 
flow, which is assumed here to be nonzero. 

Since we are only interested in the existence of long 
waves in the fluid, we make the variables nondimensional 
by using appropriate units and applying a stretching trans
formation based upon the long wave approximation. Let € 

be a small parameter representing the ratio of a radial 
length scale of the flow to a longitudinal length scale and 
define the nondimensional variables as 
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C (E- 1I2U*,V*,W*) 
Ro (2m*R) , (u,v,w) 

(2m*R) 

P* 
Po 

11 
P [4p(m*R)2] , [4p(m*R)2] , 

where Ro is called the Rossby number and is a nondimen
sional wave speed. In terms of these variables, the govern
ing equations (1)-(6) become 

(ru)r+ (rw)x=O, 

~Ut+EUUr+€Wux-r-lv2-v- (r/4) = -Pro 

EVt+UVr+wvx+r-1uv+ u=O, 

on the boundary r= 1 + 7], 

E7]t+W7]x- u =O, 

P=Po· 

A uniform equilibrium state of (7)-(12) is 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

uo=O, vo=O, wo=Ro, 7]0=0, Po=Po+ (rZ-l)/8. 
(13) 

To find nontrivial solutions of (7)-(12), we use the fol
lowing form of the asymptotic expansion: 

!(t,x,r) = !o(t,x,r) +E!1 (t,x,r) +~ !2(t,x,r) + ... , 
(14) 

for u, v, W, 7], and p, respectively, and RO=A+aE for small 
E, where uo, vo, wo, 7]0' and Po are chosen as the equilib
rium state (13). After substituting the asymptotic expan
sions of u, v, w, 7], pinto (7)-(12), we can have a sequence 
of equations and boundary conditions for the successive 
approximations. The first-order approximation is 

(rul) r+ rwlx=O, (15) 

VI-Plr=O, (16) 

UI+AVlx=O, (17) 

Plx+AWlx=O; (18) 

at r=l, 

UI-A7]lx=O, (19) 

PI+ (7]1/4) =0. (20) 

This is a nonstandard eigenvalue problem and A is the 
eigenparameter. By separation of variables and assuming 
that UI' VI' 7]1' and PI are zero and wI=a at infinity, we 
can obtain that A. satisfies 

. J I (1/A) +4llo( 1/A.) =0, 

and 
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(21) 

·4 

-6,'---'-_J'---'-' _--'-' __ ,'-----',_--'.-' ~~~_. __ --l._ 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

FIG. 2. The graph of function JUI (p,) +4Jo(p,) for 0<p,<50, 

( 
JoCr/A) ) (-Jo(r/A») 

WI =a+7]1 (t,x) 4'uo(1/A) , PI =7]1 (t,x) 4J
o
(1/A) , 

(23) 

where In(z), n=O,l are the Bessel functions of the first 
kind of order zero and unity. 32 By using the asymptotic 
formulas32 of Jo(z) and J I (z), it is easy to show that ther~ 
are infinitely many solutions of the equation 
p.JI (f.L) +4Jo(f.L) =0, with the positive roots 
0<f.LI<f.L2<f.L3<··· .... +oo. Figure 2 gives the graph of 
p.JI (f.L) +4Jo(f.L), and also shows the first several roots of 
the function. Therefore 1/f.Ln, n= 1,2,3, ... , are the critical 
values for A. If A is chosen as An= 1/f.Ln for some n > 0, then 
the solution given by (22) and (23) satisfies (15)-(20). 
However, 7Jl(t,X) is still undetermined. To find 7]1' the 
second-order approximation of the equations and bound
ary conditions must be used, which is the following: 

(ru2)r+ (rw2)x=0, 

? -1 2 V2-P2r=AnUlx-r VI' 

P2x+A.nW2x= -Wlt-UIWlr-WIWlx; 

at r=l, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

This is a nonhomogeneous boundary value problem and An 
is an eigenvalue for corresponding homogeneous problem 
(15)-(20). Therefore, to have a solution of (24)-(29), the 
nonhomogeneous terms, which are the right-hand side of 
(24 )-(29), must satisfy a solvability condition. From the 
solvability condition and a straightforward calculation, we 
can obtain the following equation for 7]1: 

Ao7]lt+aAo7]lx+AI7]I7]lx+A27]lxxx=0, 

where 

(30) 
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Ao= (~) {[ (JI(1~An») ] fal Jt(;Jrdr-l}, 

A1=-(;J [1+(~)] <0, 

By using (21) and the properties of Bessel functions, it can 
be shown that Ao> 0 for all n> 1. 

Therefore (30) can be rewritten as 

This is a well-known KdV equation and possesses traveling 
wave solutions with the following form: 

7]1 (t,x) =f[x- (O"+h)t], 

where fey) satisfies 

This equation has periodic solutions, so-called cnoidal 
wave solutions, and, as a limiting case, it also possesses a 
solitary wave solution, 

which implies 

7]1 (t,x) = (3Aohl Al)sech2{(A2h/4Ao) 1/2 

X [x- (O"+h)t] +D}, (32) 

where hand 15 are real constants and h is negative since Ao 
is positive and A2 is negative. 

In what follows, we shall confine our attention to the 
steady waves with h= -0", 15=0 in (32) to have steady 
solitary wave solution, 

where 0" is positive, which implies that the steady solitary 
waves are always supercritical for all n> 1 and only solitary 
waves of elevation exist. Then we can have the first-order 
approximation of the solution UI' VI' WI' 7]1' and PI from 
(22) and (23). This procedure can be used to find any 
higher-order approximation of the solutions of (7)-( 12), 
which will not be carried out further here. If we return to 
the dimensional variables for the solitary wave solutions of 
(1)-(6), we can collect the results in the following way: 

Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No.3, March 1994 

(
-30"AO) 

7]* (x*) =RE Al 

2( (-EO"A2/4Ao) 1/2x*) _2 
Xsech R +0((0). 

Here An= lI,un is defined in (21) and is a critical Rossby 
number. From the first-order approximation of the solu
tion, the wave profile at the free surface is given by 

( 
-30"Ao) 

=R+RE Al 

2( (-EO"Az/4Ao) 1/2x*) _2 
Xsech R +0((0). 

For n>2, JI (r*IAfi) has its maximum value in 0 <r* <R. 
Thus the largest displacement of the solitary waves from 
the equilibrium state is not at the free surface, but in the 
fluid, which are internal solitary waves. 

We conclude this section by comparing the fluid flow 
in a rotating frame of reference with the flow of a stratified 
fluid. From the first-order approximation, which is essen
tially the linear theory of the problem, there exist infinitely 
many critical speeds An' n = 1,2, ... , for the existence of the 
solitary waves, which is similar to the case of a stratified 
fluid.22 When we use the nonlinear theory for both the 
rotating fluid and stratified fluid, the KdV equations can 
also be derived under the long-wave approximation. From 
( 30) and (31), the coefficients of the KdV equation will 
never become zero. But the coefficients of the correspond
ing KdV equation from a stratified fluid can be zero, and 
the stretching for the KdV equation in such a case is no 
longer valid and new stretching parameters must be 
introduced.31 
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x 

FIG. 3. A rotating two-fluid flow in a long cylinder. 

III. INTERNAL WAVES IN A TWO-FLUID FLOW 

In this section, we consider a long rotating flow of two 
immiscible, inviscid, and incompressible fluids of different 
but constant densities, with surface tension at the interface 
and bounded by a rigid cylinder (Fig. 3). Assume that the 
motion of the flow is axisymmetric and the density of the 
inner-layer fluid is (p*) + and the density of outer-layer 
fluid is (p*) -, with (p*) - :> (p*) +, since there exists a 
centrifugal force in the rotating fluid. In reference to a 
cylindrical coordinate system rotating with a constant an
gular speed a>* with the axis of the rotation as the x* axis 
and the cross section in the r*-e plane, the governing equa
tions are the following:! in O<r* <R+ +s* or 
R++s*<r*<R- and -00 <x*<+oo, 

a(r*u*) a(r*w*) 
ar* + ax* 0, (34) 

(
DU* (v*)2 ) ap* 

P* ------2a>*v*- (a>*)2r* =--
Dt* r* ar*' 

(35) 

(
DV* u*v* ) 

p* Dt*+~+2a>*u* =0, (36) 

Dw* ap* 
p* Dt* = - ax* ' (37) 

and 

U*,v*,w*,p*,p*= 

(U*) +,(v*) +,(w*) +,(p*) +,(p*) +, 

for O<r* <R+ +s*; 
(u*) -,(v*) -,(w*) -,(p*) -,(p*)-, 

for R++S*<r*<R-; 

on the interface r*=s*+R+, 

as* as* 
-+(w*)+ --(u*)+=O 
at* ax* ' 

as* as* 
-+(w*)- --(u*)-=O 
at* ax* ' 

(p*) - - (p*) + = TS*; 

at the boundary r* = R -, 

(u*)-=O, 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

where [u*(t*,x*,r*)]±, [v*(t*,x*,r*)]±, [w*(t*,x*,r*)]± 
are denoted as the velocity components in the directions of 
r*, e, and x*, respectively, [p*(t*,x*,r*)]± is the pressure, 
r*=R+ +s*(t*,x*) is the equation of the interface, R- is 
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the radius of the rigid cylindrical boundary, DI Dt* is de
fined as the same form in (2)-(4), Tis the surface tension 
coefficient on the interface, and S* is the curvature of the 
interface, 

a2S*[ (as*)2] -3/2 
S*= ax*2 1+ ax* 

{ [ (
as*)2]1!2}-! 

- (R++S*) 1+ ax* . 

A uniform equilibrium state of (34 )-( 41) is 

(u*)±=O, (v*)±=O, (w*)±=c, s*=O, 

where c is a nonzero real constant and the wave speed of 
the flow. 

To make all these variables nondimensional using ap
propriate units and a stretching parameter based upon the 
long-wave approximation, we let E be a small parameter 
representing the ratio of a radial length scale to a longitu
dinal length scale and define 

(r,x) = (r*,E1!2X*)IR+, t=2~/2a>*t*, 

Ro=cl(2a>*R+), 

= [E- 1I2(U*) ±,(v*) ±,(w*) ± ]/(2a>*R+), 

p± = (p*) ± I[ 4po(a>*R+ )2], 

T 
7' [4pO(a>*)2(R+)3]' 

S* R-
s=R+' H=R+' 

(p*)± 
p±=--, 

Po 

where Ro is the Rossby number and Po is the density scale. 
In terms of these variables, (34)-(41) become the follow
ing: in O<r< l+S or l+S<r<H and - 00 <x< 00, 

and 

EVt+UVr+wvx+r-1uv+u=0, 

EWt+UWr+wwx= _p-lpx, 

{
u+,v+,w+,p+,p+, 

u,v,w,p,p= _ _ _ _ _ 
u ,v ,w ,p ,p , 

on the interface r= 1 + S, 
ESt+W±Sx-u±=O, 

(42) 

(44) 

(45) 

for O<r< l+s; 
for l+s<r<H; 

(46) 
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p- -p+ =r{€hxx[ 1 +€(hx)2] -3/2 

-{(1 +hH 1 +€(hx)2] 1I2} -1); (47) 

at the boundary r=H, 

(48) 

Obviously a uniform equilibrium state of (42)-(48), 

ut=O, vt=O, wt=Ro, ho=O, (49) 

A; ~ (!)p+?-, Po = (k)?-p- -1"- Ci)(p- -p+). 

(50) 

In order to find the nontrivial solutions of (42 )-( 48), 
we let RO=A+U€ and expand u, v, w, p, h in an asymptotic 
series of the form 

f(t,x,r) =fo(t,x,r) +€fl(t,x,r) +c2 f2(t,x,r) + ... , 
with € small. The zeroth-order terms of u, v, w, p, and ~ are 
chosen as the equilibrium state (49) and (50). Substitution 
of the asymptotic series expansions of u, v, w, p, ~, and Ro 
into (42)-(48) yields a sequence of equations and bound
ary conditions for the successive approximations. We solve 
the successive approximate equations to have the 
successive-order approximations of the solutions of (42)
( 48). The first-order approximation is 

(rut) r+ rwG:=O, 

p"=vt -pt,.=O, 

Ut+AVG:=O, 

PG:+P"=AWG:=O; 

at r=l, 

ut -Ahlx=O, 

pi-pi + [-1"+ (p- -p+)/4]~1=0; 

at r=H, 

ui=O. 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

This is a nonstandard eigenvalue problem with the eigen
parameter A. To have nontrivial solutions, we can show 
that A must satisfy the following equation: 

(
1) (2A2p-) (H) A(p--p+)M1)Jo X - -1T- J I A 

(58) 

where 

(59) 

and YI (z) is the Bessel function of the second kind of ord~r 
unity.32 The critical values of A are determined by (58). It 
is also easy to show that JI ( 1/ A) =#) and Ll ( 1) =FO. If 
A = 1/,u, then ,u must satisfy 

Fo(,u) =,u{(p- - p+ )Jo(,u) -,u[ 1"- (p- - p+ )/4]JI (,u)) 
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FIG. 4_ The graph of function Fo(JL) for 0<JL<;20 with p - = 1, P - =0.5, 
and 1'=1. 

x [JI (,u) YI(,uH) -JI (,uH) YI (,u) ] 

- (2p- /1T)JI (,uH) =0. (60) 

By using the asymptotic formulas of Jo(z), J I (z), and 
Y1 (z), we can obtain that there are infinitely many positive 
roots, 0 <,ul <,u2 <,u3 < ... -+ + 00 for Fo(,u) =0. The 
graph of function Fo(,u) is given in Fig. 4, which also gives 
first several roots. Thus the critical value of A is An= 1/,un 
with n= 1,2,3, .... In the following, A is chosen as An for 
some n>O. 

If A=An , the nontrivial solution of (51)-(57) is 

(61) 

(62) 

where 

LlO(r) =Jo(;J YI(~) -JI(~) Yo(;J. (65) 

However, we still can not determine the function ~I at this 
stage. In order to derive the equation for ~ I' we have to use 
the second-order approximation of (42 )-( 48), which is 
the following: 

(66) 

p"=vi'-P£.= p"= [AnuG:-r- 1 (Vt>2], (67) 

ui' +Anvt= -vt;-utvt,.-wtvG:-r-1utvt, (68) 

pt+P"=Anwt=p±( -wt-utwt,.-wtwG:); (69) 

at r= 1, 
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at r=H, 

Ui:=o. (72) 

This is a nonhomogeneous boundary value problem and 
the right-hand sides are determined by (61)-(64). Since 
An is an eigenvalue of the corresponding homogeneous 
problem (51)-(57), to find a solution of (66)-(72), the 
right-hand side of the equations must satisfy a solvability 
condition. From this condition an equation for Sl (f,x) can 
be derived. Mter a straightforward but tedious calculation, 
we can obtain the following equation for s,: 

where 

+p- I: Ll2(r)rdrLl- 2(1)] 

- (2/An) [r-(p- - p+)/4], 

B, =3{p-[I+Ll~(I)Ll-2(1)]} 

- p+ [1 +J~( l/An)J1
2(1/An)] -3r, 

B2=r-A~[p+ So' Jr(;JrdrJ12(~J 

+p- JH Ll2(r)rdrLl-2(1)}, 

(73) 

where Ll(r) and Llo(r) are defined in (59) and (65), re
spectively. Now we shall prove the following claim. 

Claim: Bo is positive for aU n> 1. 
Proof: By integration by parts and the properties of the 

Bessel functions, 32 

and 

I,H Ll2(r)rdr=AnLl(1)Llo(1) + flH r~(r)dr 
>AnLl(1)Llo(1)· 

From the definition of Bo and (58), 

(2)[ + (Jo(l/A.n») _ _,] Bo> A.
n 

p (-A.n) JI(l/A.
n

) +p A.nLlo(1)Ll (1) 

- (2/A.n) [7- (p- - p+)/4] 
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XJ1(1J-(r (P-~P+»)JIUJ]=O. 
Thus Bo is positive. 

Therefore, by dividing both sides of (73) by Bo, we 
have the following KdV equation: 

Slt+O"Slx+ (BI/ BO)SISlx+ (B2/ Bo) Slxxx= 0, (74) 

which has the same form as (31) in Sec. II. We can also 
obtain the traveling-wave solutions for (74) and the steady 
solitary wave solutions. However, the difference between 
(31) and (74) is that Bl and B2 in (74) maybe zero, while 
those of (31) are never zero. If they are zero, then the KdV 
equation is no longer a right model equation, and different 
stretching parameters have to be introduced so that either 
modified KdV equation or a fifth-order perturbed KdV 
equation can be derived, as it has been done for the corre
sponding classical wave problems in a two-layer fluid. 31 If 
we let Bl and B2 not be zero, then the steady solitary wave 
solution is 

For B2 < 0, 0" is positive and the solitary wave exists only in 
a supercritical flow. When B2 > 0, 0" is negative and the 
wave of the flow is subcriticaL 

In the following we shall discuss some limiting cases 
from the general situation. 

Case 1. T=O, i.e., no surface tension on the interface. 
Then the critical speed is A.n= l/f.ln where f.ln satisfies 

(p- - p+) [Jo(f.l) + (/L/4 )J, eu)] - (2p- /1Tf.l)J, (/LH) 

X [J, (/L) Y, (/LH) -J, (/LH) Y, (/L)] -, =0. 

From (73) and the claim, we can see that Bo>O and 
B2 <0. By (58), B, can be simplified to 

B, =3(p- -p+ + (p-) -'{p+ JO(/Ln)J1 '(/Ln) 

- [(p- - p+ )/Ln/4 ]}2_ p+ [Joe/Ln)!J, (/Ln) ]2). 

If P - and p + are fixed with p - > P +, there exists some H 
such that B, equals zero. In Fig. 5, we show the graph of 
B 1 vs H with n = 1 and can find that there are zero points 
of B, when H changes. Such H is called the critical radius. 
When H is equal to the critical radius, the KdV equation is 
no longer valid for nonlinear theory and other stretching 
parameters must be introduced to have nonlinear model 
equations.3

' 

Case 2.7=0 and p+=p-, i.e., a single-layer fluid in a 
long cylinder. 

In this case, B, =0 and we only have a linearized KdV 
equation. This problem was studied by Long3 and Yih 
et al. 4 using the method of separation of variables and also 
considered by Grimshaw.3o 

Case 3. 7=0 and p+ -+0. 
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FIG. 5. The graph of BI vs H for 1 <H<3 with p -. = 1, p+ =0.5, and 
n=1. 

In this limiting case, we can have the coefficients of the 
KdV equation as follows: 

Bo=Cf
n
-) flH a2(r)rdra-2(1) + (;;J, 

B! =3p- [1+a~(1)!a2(1)], 

B2= -A~p-lH a 2(r)rdra -2(1), 

where a(r) and ao(r) are defined in (59) and (65). The 
critical speed is An= l/f.Ln' where f.Ln satisfies 

1Tf.L[JO(f.L) + (f.L/4)J! (f.L)] -2J1 (f.LH) [J! (f.L) Yl (f.LH) 

-J! (f.LH) Y1 (f.L)] -1=0. 

Again, all Bo, B1, and B2 are not zero, which is similar to 
the case for a two-dimensional water wave problem.21 

However, we still have infinitely many critical wave speeds, 
which is similar to the case for a two-dimensional stratified 
fluid. Therefore the rotating layer of fluid resembles the 
features from both a two-dimensional fluid of constant den
sity and a stratified fluid. 

Remark: It can be seen that the governing equations 
( 42 )-( 48) can be considered as two sets of equations: one 
for the inner layer and another for the outer layer. The 
only equation connecting the two layers is (47). Therefore, 
if we consider a single rotating layer adjacent to the cylin
drical wall, which means p+=O and is similar to a two
dimensional fluid bounded below by a rigid bottom and 
above by a free surface, then we can let 
u+=u+=w+=p+=O and solve the equations for the 
outer layer. The same formula as in Case 3 will be obtained 
with -r::#). However, a single-layer rotating fluid is differ
ent from that in Case 3. For a single-layer fluid, u+, v+, 
and w+ are undetermined, since it is meaningless to pre
scribe any velocity outside the fluid, while ut, vt, and wt 
in Case 3 are determined by (61)-( 63) and are usually not 
zero. This can also be applied to the case in Sec. II if the 
necessary condition p + < P - in this section is omitted and 
u-=v-=w-=O and p-=Po are assumed. Although it 
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seems that the single-layer rotating fluid and the two-layer 
rotating fluid are related physically since the former may 
be considered a limiting case of the latter, these are also 
different mathematically. For a two-layer rotating fluid the 
velocities for the outer and inner layer are related to each 
other by the condition on the interface, and they must be 
solved simultaneously from the governing equations of 
outer- and inner-layer fluid, while for a single-layer fluid 
the velocity is exclusively determined by the equations in 
the fluid and the pressure outside the fluid. This is also true 
for single-layer and two-layer channel flowS.27,31 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have studied the weakly nonlinear 
theory for wave propagation in a rotating flow with free 
surface or a rotating two-fluid flow bounded by a rigid 
cylinder. If the flow is axisymmetric and rotating with an 
angular speed w* around the longitudinal axis, then there 
is a wave moving with constant speed c and a nondimen
sional wave speed Ro= (c/2w*R) , the Rossby number, 
can be defined, where R is the radius of the fluid at infinity 
for a single-layer fluid flow and the radius of the inner
layer fluid at infinity for a two-fluid flow. For the two-fluid 
flow with an interface between them, we assume that the 
density of the outer-layer fluid is greater than or equal to 
the density of the inner-layer fluid. It is found that there 
are infinitely many critical values of Ro for both cases and 
near each of them the KdV equation for the radial dis
placement of the free surface from an equilibrium state can 
be derived and solitary wave solutions are found. Therefore 
these flows are very similar to a two-dimensional flow with 
density stratification. The coefficients of the KdV equation 
for the single-layer fluid will never be zero. But the coeffi
cients of the KdV equation for the two-fluid flow can be 
zero for some special ratio of the radius of the inner-layer 
fluid to the radius of the outer-layer fluid, which implies 
that the KdV equation is not a right model equation in this 
situation and other model equations should be derived.3! 
One limiting case that the density of the inner-layer fluid is 
zero is also considered, and the KdV equation is always 
valid because of the nonzero coefficients. 

The results obtained here may have several physical 
applications. In the vortex breakdown problem, the exist
ence of such solitary waves has been observed in 
experiments5,6 and also formally derived using long-wave 
approximations if the fluid is contained in a cylinder. 8,9 

However, if the problem is considered as a free boundary 
problem that is closer to a real situation, our results indi
cate that such solitary waves also exist and should be ob
served in experiments. This also applies to the crystal 
growth process in a zero-gravity environment. It is shown 
that there always exists a solitary wave moving at the free 
surface if the rotating liquid column is used to produce 
high-quality crystals, although it may be linearly stable 
using the linear stability analysis.!5,16 Such wave movement 
at the free surface will definitely affect the growth of the 
crystals and impair the quality of the product. Therefore it 
is necessary to find a method to eliminate such waves be
fore taking experiments in an orbital laboratory. In the 
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process of a separation of mixtures with two fluids, it is 
known that the final state of thet<rotating mixture always 
has two parts: the lighter one is in the inner layer and the 
heavier one is in the outer layer. However, our results 
provide analytical evidence that the motion of the interface 
in the final state may not be steady, and there is a solitary 
wave at the interface moving with constant speed. 

Finally, we note that for a two-dimensional stratified 
flow a solution of the exact equations, whose approxima
tion is the solitary wave solution for the KdV equation, 
will have a small oscillatory tail at infinity when the wave 
speed is near a second critical value. This has been shown 
formally by Akylas and Grimshaw,26 numerically by 
Vanden-Broeck and Tumer,2S and analytically by Sun and 
Shen.29 For the solitary waves in a rotating fluid, we shall 
expect that such oscillatory tails will also appear at infinity 
for the solutions of the exact equations when the Rossby 
number is near the second critical value. 
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